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Let (Q, I, p) be a finite measure space and X a real separable Banach space. 
Measurabiity and integrability are defined for multivalued functions on P with 
values in the family of nonempty closed subsets of X. To present a theory of 
integrals, conditional expectations, and martingales of multivalued functions, 
several types of spaces of integrably bounded multivalued functions are for- 
mulated as complete metric spaces including the space U(s); X) isometrically. 
For multivalued functions in these spaces, multivalued conditional expectations 
are introduced, and the properties possessed by the usual conditional expectation 
are obtained for the multivalued conditional expectation with some modifications. 
Multivalued martingales are also defined, and their convergence theorems are 
established in several ways. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the study of measurable multivalued functions has been 
developed extensively, with applications to mathematical economics and optimal 
control problems, by many authors, e.g., Aumann [l], Castaing [2], Debreu [8], 
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Himmelberg [14], Himmelberg and Van Vleck [15], Hukuhara [16], Jacobs [17], 
Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [19], Olech [20], PIis [21], and Rockafellar [26]. 
For the measurability of multivalued functions from a measurable space 52 to the 
family of subsets of a topological space X, there are several definitions in various 
situations, where Q may be a (locally) compact space with a Radon measure or an 
abstract measure space, and X may be n-dimensional Euclidean space or a 
metric space, etc. Also several approaches have been established in the study of 
integration of multivalued functions, e.g., see [I, 8, 161. 
The theory of conditional expectations and martingales has been established 
for Banach space-valued, Bochner-integrable functions by Chatterji [5-71, 
Scalora [28], Uhl [29], Umegaki and Bharucha-Reid [33], and many others. The 
concept of conditional expectation has played an important role in probability 
theory, ergodic theory, and quantum statistical mechanics, and has been 
generalized in several directions, e.g., for a noncommutative generalization to 
von Neumann algebras, see Umegaki [31,32], and for conditional expectations on 
general measure spaces, see Dinculeanu [lo], Dinculeanu and Rao [ll], and 
Rao [23,24]. The main purpose of this paper is to present a theory of multivalued 
conditional expectations and multivalued martingales as a generalization of 
point-valued cases. 
In this paper, let (Q, &, cl) be a u-finite measure space and X a real separable 
Banach space. In Section 1, we shall first state a basic theorem concerning the 
measurability of multivalued functions whose values are closed subsets of a 
separable metric space. We shall deal with (weakly) measurable multivalued 
functions defined on Q with values in the family of nonempty closed subsets of 3. 
Denote by M[G’; X] the family of these multivalued functions. For F E Jif[Q; S], 
the subset S,p ofL”(SZ; X) is defined by 5’$’ = {~EL”(Q; X):f(w) eF(w) a.e.}, 
1 < p < co. Several basic relations between F and S,P will be given here. In 
Section 2, we shall give a formula to determine the lower bound of values of an 
integral functional on SrV, which will be useful in the later sections. In Section 3, 
we shall characterize the subsets SFfl ofLn(O; X), 1 <p < co, by introducing the 
notion of decomposability. This characterization will play a key role in the 
construction of the multivalued conditional expectation. Denote by LP[Q; X] 
the space of all integrably bounded functions in &[Q; X], where two functions 
Fl , F, E LP[sZ; X] will be considered to be identical if F,(w) = F,(w) a.e. We 
shall formulate the space 6pL[Q; X] an d several types of its subspaces as complete 
metric spaces which are natural multivalued generalizations of the space 
P(Q; 3). In Section 4, we shall give some properties of the integration, intro- 
duced by Aumann [l], of functions in P[Q; X]. In Sections 5 and 6, we let 
(Q, &, p) be a finite measure space. In Section 5, we shall establish the existence 
of the multivalued conditional expectation of functions in LP[.Q; X] relative to 
a sub-u-field of &‘, and present a number of properties analogous to those of the 
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usual conditional expectation. Finally in Section 6, we shall introduce the 
multivalued martingale and present several convergence theorems in the metric 
or almost everywhere convergence. 
1. MEASURABLE MULTIVALUED FUNCTIONS AND MEASURABLE SELECTIONS 
Let F: Q + 2” be a multivalued function from a space Q to the family of 
subsets of a space X. Denote the sets 
D(F) = {w E Q:F(w) # !.a} and G(F) = {(co, x) E Q x 32 x EF(w)}, 
which are called the domain of F and the graph of F, respectively. Also denote the 
inverse image of F by 
F-l(X) = {uESZ:F(W) n X # ,@a>, xcx. 
To begin with, we state the following basic theorem concerning the measurability 
of multivalued functions. 
THEOREM 1 ,O. Let (52, &) be a measurable space and 3E a separable metric space. 
Let F: Q -+ 2X be a multivalued function such that F(w) is closed for all w E Sz. 
Consider the following conditions: 
(i) for each Bore1 set B C fi, F-l(B) E ~4; 
(ii) for each closed set C C 3E, F-l(C) E -01; 
(iii) for each open set 0 C X, F-l(O) E &; 
(iv) D(F) E &, and w t-+ d(x, F(w)) is a measurable function of w E D(F) for 
eachxE3E; 
(v) D(F) ES!‘, and th ere exists a sequence {fn} of measurable functions 
fn: D(F) -+ 3Z such that F(w) = cl{fJw)} for all w E D(F); 
(vi) G(F) is z&’ @ AYs-me arable, where %Q is the BorelJield of X. 
Then the following statements (17-04”) hold: 
(1”) (i) => (ii) * (iii) 0 (iv) * (vi). 
(2”) I f  X is complete, then (iii) o (v). 
(3”) If X ti complete and there exists a complete a-Jinite measure defined on zd, 
then all the conditions’(i)-(vi) are equivalent. 
&murk. The proof of the above theorem is contained in Himmelberg [14]. 
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The statement (3”) was given in Castaing [3], though the equivalence of (i) and 
(vi) in (3”) was proved earlier by Debreu [8]. 
We next establish some notations and terminology. Throughout this paper, let 
(9, JZZ, CL> be a o-finite measure space which is not necessarily complete, and X 
a real separable Banach space. Note that the notions of strong and weak 
measurability for X-valued functions are equivalent. For 1 < p < cc, 
Lp(sZ, d, /L; X) = Lp(L2; X) d enotes the Banach space of (equivalence classes of) 
measurable functions f : a + X such that the norm 
llfll, = ~JJmlI’4q’*~ 1 G P < 00, 
llfllao = esi,“n”p IIf(~>ll~ p = 00, 
is finite, and L”(G, ,QI, II) = LP denotes the usual Banach space of real-valued 
measurable functions. The characteristic function of a set A E &’ is denoted by 1 A. 
A multivalued function F: Sz -+ 2r is called measurable or weakly measurable 
(with respect to &‘) if F satisfies the condition (ii) or (iii) in Theorem 1.0, 
respectively. For F: Q --f 2” whose values are closed, the above (iii), (iv), and (v) 
are equivalent, and moreover all (i)-( vi are equivalent if (L?, &, p) is complete. ‘) 
In this paper we shall mainly consider weakly measurable multivalued functions 
F: 52 + 23 such that F(w) is nonempty and closed for all w E s2. The family 
of these multivalued functions will be denoted by A[&‘; X]. A measurable 
function f : Sz -+ X is called a measurable selection of F if f(w) E F(w) for all 
~~52. For 1 <p < co, define the set 
S,p = {f E Lp(J2; X): f(w) E F(w) a.e.>. (1.1) 
As is readily verified, S,p is a closed subset of Lp(Q; X) for 1 < p < 03. 
The following two elementary lemmas will be often used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.1. LetFE.M[Q;X]andl <p < co.IfS,Pisnonempty,thenthere 
exists a sequence {fn} contained in SFp such that F(w) = cl{fn(w)} for all w E 52. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.0, there exists a sequence {gj} of measurable functions 
such thatF(w) = cl{g,(w)) for all w E 52. Taking a countable measurable partition 
{AB} of Sz with &4*) < co and a functionf E Lp(B; X) such that f (w) E F(w) for 
all w E IR, we define 
Bjmlc={wEQ:m-- 1 <\lg&)(/ <m}nA,, 
hm,t = l,,,,gj + In\q,,f, j, m, h 3 1. 
Then it is easy to see that (hmk} C SFp and F(U) = cl(fi,&~)} for all w E LJ. 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let FI , F, E J%[SZ; X] and 1 < p < 00. If Si, = S;, # D, 
then F,(W) = F,(W) a.e. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let FE JY[sZ; X] and 1 < p < 03. Let (f<> be a sequence in S,p 
such that F(W) = cl{f,(w)} for all w E Q. Then, for each f  E SF3 and E > 0, there 
exists a jkite measurable partition {A, , . . . , A,) of D such that 
Proof. We may assume that f (w) E F(w) f or all w E Sz. Take a strictly positive 
p ELI satisfying s,, p dp < ~‘13. Then there exists a countable measurable 
partition (&} of 8 such that 
Ilf (WI -f&J)ll” < P(W), WEBB, i>l. 
Take an integer n such that 
and define a finite measurable partition {A, ,..., An} as follows: 
A,=B,u 
Then we have 
and Ai=Bj, 2<j<n. 
I( f - f 1 Aifi 11’ = f  / 
i=l '9 i=l Bi 
II f  (WI - fdwll” 4 + .=t+, fBi II f  (WI - fill” 4 
< f  P 4 + 2 
R i=n+l 
2” sB, (Ilf b)ll + IIf~(~)ll”) dp < l n. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let FI , F, E .M[Q; X] and F(w) = cl(F,(w) + F,(W)) for 
w~SZ.ThenF~~[IR;~].M~e~erifS~~andS~~are7~)7fe7nptywh~el <p<oo, 
then SFP = cl(S& + S:), the closure in Lp(Q; X). 
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Proof. The first statement is immediate from the condition (v) in Theorem 
1.0. Let Si, # o and S;, f  a where 1 < p < CO. By Lemma I. 1, there 
exist two sequences {fn} C SE, and {f.} C SF, such that F,(w) =-= cl(fIj(w)~ and 
F,(W) = cl(f&w)) for all w E Sz. Thus it follows that F(w) = cl&(~) + iaj(~)) 
for all w E Q. For each f E SFP and E > 0, by Lemma 1.3, we can choose a finite 
measurable partition {A, ,..., A,) of D and integers ir ,..., i,; j, ,..., jn such that 
Therefore it follows that SFn C cl(Sil + Siz). The converse is clear. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let F E &[Q; X] and (GF)(w) = Co F(w), the closed convex 
hull in X, for w E Q. Then CO F E Jl[.Q; X]. Moreover ;f  SFP is nonempty where 
1 <p < oo,thenS&, ==GS FP, the closed convex hull in Lp(s2; X). 
Proof. Let SFp # o where 1 < p < co. Let G = z F. Since Sop is closed 
and convex in Lp(Q; X), E6 S,P C S,P f  o 11 ows from S,P C S,“. To prove the 




i=l i=l !  
Then U is a countable subset of So” and G(w) = cl{g(w): g E U> for all w E 52. 
For each f E Son and E > 0, by Lemma 1.3, we can choose a finite measurable 
partition {A, ,..., An} of J2 and functions g, ,..., g, E U such that 
Now there exists an integer m such that, for 1 < k < n, g, = EL, mkifi where 
olki > 0 and zy=r ski = 1. Thus we have 
where (ir ,..., 
c;==l @k 
i,) is taken for 1 < i, < m (1 < k < n). This shows that 
is a convex combination of functions in S,“. Hence we have 
fEzi&“. Q.E.D. 
The following is immediate from Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.2. 
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COROLLARY 1.6. Let F E .&[G; X] and 1 < p < co. If s,P # 0, then 
SFn is convex ;f and only if F(w) is convex for a.e. w E Jz. 
Remark. In fact, the above corollary can be proved directly in a simpler way 
for 1 S; p < co. 
We now define the following three operations in the family A[@ X]. 
(1“) Addition: for FI , F, E &[Q; X], 
F-1 i- F,)(w) = cl(Fdw) + Fzb)), w E i-2. (1.2) 
(2’“) Multiplication by measurable functions: for FE A?[sZ; X] and a 
measurable real-valued function 5, 
W)(w) = t(w>F(w), WESZ. (1.3) 
(3”) Closed convex hull: for FE JZ’[sZ; X], 
@F)(w) = EGF(w), wEa. (1.4) 
2. INTEGRAL FUNCTIONALS 
Let w denote the set of extended real numbers, i.e., R = [-co, +co]. Let 
4: Q >: 3 -+ a be an d @ 9Ys-measurable function. The integral functional Id 
with an integrand 4 is defined as follows: for a measurable function f : !2 --f 3, 
Z(f) = j/NW f  (w)) d/4 W) 
if the integral exists permitting f r). The conjugacy theorem for convex integral 
functionals was studied by Rockafellar [25, 271. In this section we shall consider 
the problem to determine the lower bound of values of an integral functional on 
SF9 where F E JY[Q; X]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F E &[.Q; X] and let 4: 52 x St’ -+ R be ~4 @ SQ-measurable. 
Assume either (i) +(w, x) is upper semicontinuous in x for every w E Sz, or (ii) 
(Sz, &, p) is complete and+(w, x) is lower semicontinuous in x for every w E 52. Then 
the function w ++ inf{+(w, x): x E F(w)} is meusurable. 
Proof. Let Qf.0) - inf{+( w 3c : x EF(u)}. First assume (i). By Theorem 1.0, , ) 
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there exists a sequence {fn} of measurable functions such that F(w) 1 cl{f,(w)} 
for all w E J2. Then we have 
5(w) = $fd(w,fn(w)), c0E.q 
so that 5 is measurable. 
Secondly assume (ii), and define H: G’ -+ 2xxR by 
II(w) = {(x, a) E X x R: x EF(w), $(w, x) 6 a}, wEQ. 
Then H(w) is closed in X x R for any w E Qn, and the graph 
G(H) = [G(F) x R] n((W,x,++(W,x)- 01 < 0} 
is in &@gx@AYa = & @ 9&R . By Theorem 1.0, D(H) E ~2, and there 
exists a sequence ((g, , 5,)) of measurable functions g,,: Gr + X and fn: 52 -+ R 
such that 
f+) = a&(~)~ L(w)>>7 w E D(H). 
Hence we have 
5(w) = $f L(W), w E D(H), 
= co, w E Q\D(H). 
This shows that 5 is measurable. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let FE A[Q; X] and 1 6 p ,( 00. Let 4: J2 x 3E ---f R be an 
& @ 8x-measurable function. If the assumption (i) or (ii) in Lentmu 2.1 is supposed 
and the functional (2.1) is defined for all f E S,P satisf$ng 14(fO) < co for some 
fO E SFp, then 
Proof. Let f(w) = inf{$(w, x): x EF(w)}. By Lemma 2.1, 4 is measurable, 
and f(u) < +(w, f (w)) a.e. for any f E S,p. Taking f = fO , it is seen that the 
integral of .$ exists and 
If &(fO) = -cc, then the proof is completed. Thus assume I&fO) to be finite, 
so that the function o I+ +(w, fO(w)) is in L1. Let ,3 > so 6 dp be given. We shall 
show that &(f) < /3 for some f E S,o. Take a sequence (An} C ~2 with 
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&I,) < 03 and A, t 52, and a strictly positive function p EU. For n > 1, 
define 
and 
B, = A, n {w E 52: r$(w,fo(w)) > -n} 
f,(w) = 6(w) + F+J>/n if WEB, and t(w) 3 -71, 
= --?t + p&)/n if WEB, and 5(w) < --n, 
= &JJ,~&J)) + p(w)/n if w E Q\B, . 
Then it is easy to see that {&J C L1 and f,(w) J. t(w) a.e., so that so &, dp < p 
for some n, . Setting 5 = E,,, , we have so [ dp < fi and t(w) < t;(w) a.e. 
We now claim that there exists a measurable function g: Sz + X satisfying 
g(w) EF(w) a.e. and #W&J)) < 5(w) at. (2.3) 
For the case (i), take a sequence (gi> of measurable functions such that F(w) = 
cl(g,(w)} for all w E 9. Since 
ir$+,g&)) = t(w) < 5(w) a.e., 
there exists a measurable function g satisfying (2.3). For the case (ii), define 
F,(w) = F(w) n {x E x: &% 4 < 5(w)>, WEB. 
SinceF,(w) is closed for every w E Q and G(F,) E ~2 @ L&J , Theorem 1.0 shows 
that Fl has a measurable selection on D(F,) E &. Thus the desired g is obtained 
from p(Q\D(F,)) = 0. 
Using a function g with (2.3), define 
and 
fn = l,J + L2\c,fo > nb 1. 
Then it follows that (fn} C S,V and 
Since Jo 5 dp < /3 and C, t Sz, we have I,Jf,J < p for some n. Q.E.D. 
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We note that the corresponding theorem concerning the upper bound can be 
also formulated and proved similarly. 
Remarhs. (1) In fact, the completeness of (Q, .&, p) may be removed from 
the assumption (ii) in Theorem 2.2 by the following consideration: Let +(w, x) 
be lower semicontinuous in x for each W, and &the completion of .d. Then the 
right-hand side of (2.2) makes sense, since its integrand is &-measurable. 
Moreover, taking an ~-measurable function with (2.3) and modifying it in a 
p-null set, we have an &-measurable function g satisfying (2.3). Thus the proof 
can be carried out without the completeness of (Q, &, p). 
(2) Let +: Q x X + a be a function such that #(w, X) is measurable in w 
for each x and continuous in x for each w. Then 4 is & @ gs-measurable (cf. 
Himmelberg [14, Theorem 6.1]), and hence Theorem 2.2 is applicable. 
3. SPACES OF INTEGRABLY BOUNDED MULTIVALUED FUNCTIONS 
The notion of decomposability has been introduced by Rockafellar [25,27] for 
a subspace of measurable functions. We introduce a similar but different notion as 
follows: Let Mbe a set of measurable functionsf: D + X. We call Mdecomposable 
(with respect to &) if fi , f2 E M and A E & imply I Afi + IsLiAf2 E A4. It is 
clear that if M is decomposable, then xT=i lAifi E M for each finite measurable 
partition {A, ,..., A,} of J2 and {fr ,..., fn} C M. The following theorem is a 
characterization of the subsets S,p of Lp(Q; X). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a nonempty closed subset of LP(O; X), 1 < p < co. 
Then there exists an FE .,@[Q; X] such that M = S,” if and only if M is decom- 
posable. 
Proof. It is clear that SFp is necessarily decomposable. To prove the converse, 
let M be a nonempty, closed, decomposable subset of L*(Q; X). Applying 
Lemma 1.1, there exists a sequence {fi} C Lp(Q; 3E) such that {fi(w)} is dense in % 
for each w E 9. For each i, let 01~ = inf{l/ fi - g /ID: g E M} and choose a sequence 
(gdi:j > 1) C M such that 11 fi - gij /ID --j cti . Define F E A[@ 3E] by F(w) = 
cl{gii(w): i, j > I}. We shall prove M = S,p. For each f E S,p and E > 0, by 
Lemma 1.3, we can take a finite measurable partition (A, ,..., A,} of Q and 
(4 ,..., h,} C (ggj} such that 
Since xE=“=, 1 Akh, E M, this implies f E M. Hence SFfl C M. Now suppose 
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M#SF*.Thenthereexistanf~M,anA~LaPwith~(A)>0,anda6>O 
such that 
‘Inif Ilf (WI - g&)ll 2 6, UEA. 
Take an integer i, fixed in the rest of the proof, such that the set 
B = A n {W E Q: II f (w) -f&)11 < S/3} 
has a positive measure, and let 
g; = hff + L?\B&j 9 j > 1. 
Then, since {gj’} C M and 
IIf - gd4l 2 Iif 64 - h4i - iif (4 - fd4i > 28/3, WEB, 
it follows that 
llfi - a3 II: - aip 
b llfd - gi3 II: - llfi - #P’ Ilt 
= I B Wi(~) - g&W - Ilfib) - f (~)ll”> dp 
B ((W3P’ - (V3)P] * p(B) > 0, j> 1. 
Letting j go to infinity, we have a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
For two nonempty closed subsets X, Y of kI, the number 8(X, Y) >, 0 ia 
defined by 
and, in particular, the number 1 X 1 is defined by 
I x I = WC W) = ;i II x II. (3.2) 
Note that if X and Y are bounded, then 6(X, Y) is the Hausdorff metric of X and 
Y. Let FI , F, E @2; 3E]. Taking two sequences {fit} and (fe3) of measurable 
functions such that Fl(w) = cl{fIi(w)} and F*(w) = cl{f,(w)} for all w E 52, we 
have 
V,(w), F&N = m=hp iqf II fiib> -f&II, syp iqf II fiib) - fej(w)ll>, 
WEQ 
so that the function w H S(F,(w), F,(w)) is measurable. 
6831711-r I 
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A multivalued function F: Q ---f 2x is called integrably bounded (cf. Aumann [ 11) 
if there is a p ELM such that I/ x I( < p(w) for any x and w with x gF(w). For 
F E JZ[Q; X], it is clear that F is integrably bounded if and only if the function 
w w 1 F(w)1 is in L1. If SF1 # ,@, then Theorem 2.2 implies that 
SUP ilflll = j, IF( 4. 
fespl 
Thus we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let FE M[Q; XJ. Then F is integrably bounded if and on4 if 
S,l is nonempty and bounded in Ll(Q; X). 
Let P[sZ, &, p; X] = P[Q; x] d enote the space of all integrably bounded 
functions in &?[Q; X], where two functions Fl , F, E P[Q; X] are considered 
to be identical ifF,(w) = F,(w) a.e. ForFr , Fz E P[Q; 3&(sinceS(F1(w), F,(w)) < 
I F,(w)1 + I Fz(w)l, the function w H S(F,(w), F,(w)) is in L1, and so we define 
(3.3) 
Let .X(X) denote the family of all nonempty, closed, bounded subsets of J. 
Moreover, we denote by .Y&E) the family of all convex X E Z(3), and by 
S$(JZ) the family of all compact convex X E S(x). We define two subspaces of 
J.P[Q; ?E] as follows: 
= {F E P[Q; X]: F(w) E s,(X) a.e.}, 
-Lpc1,[f4 d9) Pi Xl = -q&J; Xl 
= {FE P[Q; X]: F(w) E .X,,(X) a.e.}. 
It is known (cf. [18, pp. 214, 4071) that Z(x) is a complete metric space with 
respect to the Hausdorff metric S given by (3.1). Clearly SJX) is a closed sub- 
space of .x(x). It is also known (cf. Debreu [8, (5.6) and (5.711) that S&E) is a 
separable complete metric space with respect to 6. Using these facts, we have the 
following theorem whoseproof is quite similar to the case of the usual L1-space. 
We omit the proof. 
THEOREM 3.3. LP[l2; i2ZJ is a complete metric space with respect o the metric A 
given by (3.3), and .5ZC1[Q; 3E] 1 Ui,[Q; X] are closedsubspaces of9l[sZ; X]. 
A multivalued function FE ./Z[Q; X] . is called simple if there exist a finite 
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measurable partition {A, , . . . , A,} of J2 and nonempty closed subsets X, ,..., X, 
of X such that F(w) = CL1 lAi(w)Xi f or all w E Q. Since .X,,(x) is separable 
with respect to 6, it is easily seen that the set of all simple functions in 9tJ.Q; 3E] 
is dense in 9’:,[52; ZZ]. However the example below shows that the set of all 
simple functions in gcl[sZ; AJ is not necessarily dense in Pcl[sZ; r]. Thus we 
denote by L,l[Q, &, TV; 3-j = L,r[Q 51 the closure of the set of all simple func- 
tions in -Ep,‘[Q; JE]. Generally we have the following relations: 
Furthermore the spaceP(SZ; 3E) is considered to be a subspace of 8&[Q; 3Z]. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let ([0, l), &‘, p) be the Lebesgue measure space on [0, 1). 
Define a multivalued function F: [0, 1) ---f 2!2 as follows: For w E [0, l), taking its 
binary expansion w = Cz=_, w,2-” where W, = 0 or 1, let 
F(w) = {x E 8,: /j x I/ < 1, (x, e,) = 0 for w, = 0 (rr > l)}, 
where {e,} is the usual basis of tz . We first observe that if w # w’, then 
~(F(w), F(w’)) = 1. Indeed, if w # w’, then W, # wn’ for some n. Let wpa = 0 
and un’ = 1. Since e, E F(w’) and 11 e, i’x112 = 11 e,l12 + /I XII2 >, 1 for all 
x E F(w), we have S(F(w), F(w’)) = 1. T o s h ow F E 6p,‘[[O, 1); t2], it suffices by 
Theorem 1.0 to prove that w ++ d(x, F(w)) is measurable for each x E e2 . Let 
x = (01~ , % ,...). Since d(~, F(U)) = lim, d(& aiei , F(w)) and d(Cy=r or,ei , F(w)) 
is constant on each interval [(K - 1)2-“, k2-9, k = l,..., 2”, the measurability 
of w ++ d(x, F(w)) is clear. Now we show that F $ L,l[[O, 1); /a]. Suppose the 
contrary. Then F is almost separably valued, i.e., there exist a p-null set N and 
a sequence (w”} C [0, 1) such that (F(&)} is dense in the set (F(W): w E [0, l)\N} 
with respect to the metric 6. Choosing an w E [0, l)\N such that w # wk for 
any K, we have a contradiction, since S(F(w), F(w”)) = 1 for any k. 
Concerning the operations .-defined by (1.2)-(1.4), we give the following: 
THEOREM 3.5. (1”) Each space listed in (3.4) is closed undo addition i and 
multiplication by Lm-functions. 
(2”) The mapping F w z F is a nonexpansive mapping from LP[Q; 31 to 
_Ep,l[Q; X], i.e., 
d(GF, , COF,) < d(F, , F,), Fl , F2 E S[Q; X]. 
Proof. (1”) We prove only that L,1[Q; 3E] is closed under addition. The 
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others are easy. If Xi , Yi E Z(x), i = 1, 2, then the following inequality holds 
(cf. Debreu [8, p. 3621): 
qc&q + X2), Cl(Yl + Y‘J) < qx1 > Yl) + w&! , J12). 
Let F1 , Fz E L,‘[sZ; 31. Then there exist two sequences {Fl,} and {F,,} of simple 
functions in gC1[G; 3E] such that A(Fi, , FJ -+ 0, i = 1, 2. Since (Fln -/- Fss) is a 
sequence of simple functions in ,Ep,l[G; X], we have Fl i F, E LC1[Q; ;t] from 
A(Fm i Fit, , Fl i F,) 
= s R VcV,&) + Fzn(wN> cV’,(w) + F&J))) 4
G s, VLb)~F~(~)) 4 + s, Vm(~)3’&>) 4 
= A&, , Fd + A(%, , Fs) - 0. 
(2”) If X1 , X, E x(X), then the following inequality holds (cf. Debreu [8, 
p. 3621): 
qco Xl , co X,) < 6(X, ) X.J. 
For Fl , F2 E TP[Ll; X], we have 
A(cOFl , cOF& = s, S(cOF&), cOFz(w)) dp 
G R V&J),F&J)) dp s 
= 44 ,F,). Q.E.D. 
According to Radstrijm [22, Theorem 21, &(3E) can be embedded as a 
convex cone in a real Banach space 9 in such a way that 
(i) the embedding is isometric, 
(ii) addition in 9 induces addition in &(3E), 
(iii) multiplication by nonnegative real numbers in ‘$I induces the corre- 
sponding operation in XC,@). 
Similarly, if X is reflexive, XC(X) can be embedded in a real Banach space 3 
in the same fashion. Thus we have the following theorem which asserts that 
functions in 5?z,J@ ;E] (or in L,‘[ln; 3E] if 3 is reflexive) can be regarded as usual 
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Banach space-valued, Bochner-integrable functions, and so the theory of the 
Bochner-integration can be applied to them. 
THEOREM 3.6. (1”) There exists a real (separable) Banach space 9 such that 
9~,[Q, d, p; X] can be embedded as a convex cone inLl(sZ, &, p; 9) in such a way 
that 
(i) the embedding is isometric, 
(ii) addition inLl(S; 9) induces addition i in Y:,[Q; X], 
(iii) multiplication by nonnegative real L”-functions in Ll(.Q; 9) induces the 
corresponding operation in Pt,[Q; X]. 
(2”) I f  3E is reflexive, then there exists a real Banach space 3 such that 
Lcl[Q, -aZ, p; X] can be embedded in Ll(Q, d, p; 3) in the same fashion. 
It is known (cf. [9, p. 2821) that if the dual Banach space X* of X is separable 
(in particular, if JE is reflexive), then (Ll(sZ; X))* E L”(Q; X*), i.e., the dual 
Banach space of Ll(S; X) is isomorphic and isometric toL”D(Q; X*) by the bilinear 
form s<f, f *) = j’o (f(w), f *(w)> dp where f ELl(Q; X) and f * EL”@; X*). 
More generally we observe that it is not difficult to prove the following fact: 
(Ll(Q; X))” z Lm(sz; X*) f OY every a-Jinite measure space (52, d, CL), if and only if 
X* has the Radon-Nikodytn property (see the definition in Section 4). 
Concerning the weak compactness of SF1 in Ll(IR; X), we now give the following 
theorem which is a modification of Castaing [4, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be rejlexive and FE &[52; X]. Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) FE -Ep,l[sZ; X]; 
(ii) SF1 is nonempty, bounded, and convex in L1(IR; X); 
(iii) SF1 is nonempty, weakly compact, and convex in Ll(Q; 3E). 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is immediate from Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 
1.6. The implication (iii) * (ii) is trivial. The implication (i) =+ (iii) follows 
readily from the following known fact (an exact analogue of the scalar-valued 
case [12, p. 2921): Let MC Ll(Q; X) where X is reflexive. If M is bounded and the 
countable additivity of the integrals j’,, 11 f (w)ll dp is uni.ortn with respect to f E M, 
then M is relatively weakly compact. [The proof of this is analogous to that of the 
second paragraph in the proof of Theorem 4.5(1”) below.] 
Remarks. (1) Let (Q, 2, ,G) be the completion of (Q, &‘, p), and let 
FE LP[sZ, JZ?, p; X]. By Theorem 1.0, there exists a sequence {fn} of zz?-measur- 
able functions such that F(W) = cl(f,(w)} for all w E Q. Take a sequence (g,} of 
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&-measurable functions with ~JuJ) = gJw> a.e., and let G(U) = cI(gfl(w)j, 
w E Sz. Then we have GE P[C?, ,al, CL; X] and F(w) = G(W) a.e. From this 
consideration, we conclude that the space P[sZ, -4, ,C; X] is identified with 
2P[J2, d, p; X]. 
(2) Let F be a Bochner-integrable function on Q with values in 3&(X) 
embedded in a Banach space, where X is not necessarily separable. Then there 
exists a separable subspace IX, of 3 for which F E Z~,[sZ; X,]. 
4. INTEGRALS OF MULTIVALUED FUNCTIONS 
Let FE A’[@ X]. The integral of F is defined by 
s Fdp = 1, fdp:fc=S,lj, 
$2 R 
(4-l) 
where so f  dp is the Bochner-integral. This definition was introduced by 
Aumann [l] as a natural generalization of the integration of point-valued function. 
For A E .&, JA F dp is the integral of the restriction F [ A. 
THEOREM 4.1. The integrals J,F dp of FE 8l[Q; X] have the following 
properties: 
(1”) Ycl .LF1 dp, cl JnFa dp) < d(F, , FJ for Fl, F, E 9[sZ; XJ. 
(2”) cl s,(F, -I- F,) dp = cl(J-,F, dp + $F, 4) for Fl, F, E gl[Q; Xl. 
(3”) cl so Co F dp = Co ssa F dp for F E P[Q; 31. 
Proof. Let Fl , F2 E P[Q; X]. For fi E Sk, , using Theorem 2.2, it follows 
that 
= s d(f+),F&)) dp G 4.6 ,F& x2 
Thus we have 
d(x,cls,F,dp) <d(F,,F,), -lS,F,dp, 
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and similarly 
Thus (1”) is proved. For (2”) and (3”), simple computations using Theorems 1.4 
and 1.5 imply the desired equalities. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is an extension of Debreu [8, (7.111 which dealt with 
the case of X being finite dimensional. 
THEOREM 4.2. If $2, d, p) h as no atom and F E 9[Q; 4, then cl JO F dp is 
convex. 
Proof. It suffices to show that, for any fi , fi E S,r, E > 0, and a, fl > 0 with 
CII + j?’ = 1, there exists an f E SF1 such that 
(4.2) 
Define an X @ &valued measure X by 
Then, applying Uhl [30, p. 1621, ‘t 1 is seen that the closure of the range of h is 
convex in X @ X. Since A( ia) = (0,O) and h(S2) = (snfl dp, snfi dp), there 
exists an A E & such that 
il~j.,fi4+fJp;~ <4, i = 192. 
Taking f = lAfi + lo,Afa , we get f E S$ and (4.2). 
Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.1(3”) yield the following: 
COROLLARY 4.3. If@, d, p) has no atom andF E 2l[sZ; X], then 
cl 
s 
EiFdp = cl Fdp. 
R s s2 
The following lemma will be useful. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let F E L,1[Q; X]. Thm a function f E Ll(Q; X) is in S,l if and 
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only if jifdwc~jiFdpf or all A E ,Q’. Moreover if X* is separable, then the 
same is true for any FE _Ep,l[Q; X]. 
Proof. Let FE L,‘[J2; 3E]. We can choose a p-null set N and a sequence 
(X,} C .X,(x) such that (Xi} is dense in the set (F(w): w E Q\2\N} with respect to 
the metric 6. For each i, let (yij:i > l} be a countable dense subset in S\X, . 
For i,i 3 1, by the separation theorem, there exists an element yz E fi* with 
ily$\) = 1 such that 
Putting (x,*} = { y$: i,~’ > l}, it is easy to see that, for each w E fi\N and 
x E X, x EF(UJ) if and only if 
<x9 x73*> G ,~;(&‘Y’ xn*>, 71 > 1. (4.3) 
Now suppose f 4 SF1. Then there exist an integer n and a set A E & with 
p(A) > 0 such that 
(f (w>7 %k*> > ,sW,<YY X7%*), UEA. 
Thus, using Theorem 2.2, we have 
> s sup (rt x,*) dp A WFfW) 
= sup 
s sesd A 
<g(w), xv,*> 4 
= zywu<x, n*>, 
A 
so that sA f dp 4 cl sA F dp. Hence the first statement is proved. 
Now assume 3E* to be separable, and IetF E Z$[G; 4. Let {x~*> be a countable 
dense subset of 3E*. Then, for each w E Sa and x E 3E, x EF(u) if and only if (4.3) 
holds. Thus the rest of the proof is as above. Q.E.D. 
The Banach space X is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP) if for 
each finite measure space (52, d, CL) and each x-valued measure h on J& which is 
of bounded variation and p-continuous (i.e., h < p), there exists some 
~EL~(Q; X) such that A(A) = sA f dp for all A E d. It is known (cf. Chatterji [‘?I) 
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that the following classes of Banach spaces have the RNP: (i) reflexive spaces, 
(ii) separable dual spaces. 
In connection with Theorem 3.6, we have the following: 
THEOREM 4.5. (1”) Let r) be a Banach space giwen in Theorem 3.6(1”). If 
FE ZiC[Q; X], then cl J,F dp (moreover if S has the RNP, jQF dp itself) is 
equal to the Bochnm-integral taken as a function in Ll(Q; ‘x)). 
(2”) Let X be reflexive and 3 a Banach space given in Theorem 3.6(2”). If 
FE I.,,l[B; X], then jsa F dp is equal to the Bochner-integral taken as a fun&m in 
WQ 3). 
Proof. Denote by (B)-jn F dp the Bochner-integral inLl(Q; 9)) orLl(S; 3). 
(1”) Let F E 9~J.Q; X]. Since Xc,(X) is a closed convex cone in 9, we get 
(B)-ssa F dp E X0,(X). For the case of F being simple, it is easy to see that 
SnFdp = (B)-J,Fdp. For th e g eneral case, take a sequence {F11) of simple 
functions in 9’iJ’Q; X] such that d(F, , F) -+ 0. By Theorem 4.1(1”), we have 
On the other hand, considering in Ll(Q; ‘$)), we have 
From so F,, dp = (B)-ss2 F, dp, n >/ 1, it follows that 
cl SnF dp = (B)-j-*F dp. 
Now assume that X has the RNP. We prove that j,F dp is closed. Let 
{fn> C S,l, x E X and II jr,fn dcL - x II -+ 0. Then we can take a countable field 
d0 (C -0e) so that all the functions F and fn , n > 1, are &-measurable, where J$ 
is the u-field generated by do (cf. [12, p. 1681). For each A E dO, since 
(sA fs dp} has a convergent subsequence. Thus, by the Cantor diagonal process, 
there exists a subsequence {g,} of {fn) such that 
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exists for every A E&a . Since I/ gn(w)ii < 1 F(w)] a.e. for all n, it follows from 
[12, pp. 292,321] that the limit h(A) exists for every A E zzZi and I\ is an X-valued 
measure on &r which is of bounded variation and p-continuous. By the RNP, 
there exists a function g ~Ll(52, &i , CL; X) such that h(A) = jAg dp for all 
A 6 dl . Since 
using Lemma 4.4, we get g E SF1, and so x = so g dp is in so F dp. 
(2”) The proof of cl&F dp = (B)-J,Fdp is the same as in (I”), 
and the closedness of so F dp follows from Theorem 3.7 and weak continuity of 
the mapping f++ so f dp from Lr(G; 3E) to X. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The theorem given by Debreu [8, (6.5)] may be stated in our 
notation as follows: If F E ZiJsZ; X], then Jo F dp = (B)-Jo F dp without any 
assumption on I. However it appears to the authors that his proof contains a gap, 
since the result [12, p. 294, Corollary 111 used there is not true for U(sZ; X) 
where X is an arbitrary Banach space. 
5. MULTIVALUED CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
Throughout this and next sections, we shall assume that (52, &, p) is a finite 
measure space and 9 is a sub-a-field of JZZ. For FE Yr[J2, St, p; X], besides 
SF1 taken in Ll(sZ; X) by (1. l), we define 
S,l(g) = (f~Ll(0,4t, p; X):f(w) EF(w) a.e.}. (5.1) 
Also, besides Jo F dp taken on (G, &, p) by (4. l), the integral of F on (Sz, 9, p) is 
defined and denoted by 
jip’Fdp = ]jnfdp:fs&2(F)/ . 
For f EU(S; X), the conditional expectation E(f 1 g) off relative to fl is 
defined as a function E(f 1 St) EU(SZ, St, p; X) such that 
jAE(fLVdp = jAfdp> AEF. 
When X is a general Banach space, it is known (cf. Chatterji [5], Scalora [28], 
Umegaki and Bharucha-Reid [33]) that the conditional expectation E(f) S) exists 
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uniquely for any f E Ll(@ X) and sub-u-field 9, and the mappingfw E(f 1 5’) 
is a projection with norm 1 of Ll(sZ; X) onto Ll(sZ, 9, TV; X). We first present the 
following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let FE 9[Q; X]. Then there exists a unique &[F 1 F] E 
Z’l[sZ, 9, p; X] such that 
%ws1(~) = W(f I q-f-E SF?, 
where the closure is taken with respect to the norm in Ll(Q; X). 
(5.3) 
Proof. Let M = {E(f 1 9): f E S$}. S ince M is decomposable with respect 
to 9, it is easy to see that the closure J%? is also decomposable with respect to S. 
Clearly .%? is nonempty and bounded in Lf(Q, 9, p; f). Thus it follows from 
Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and Corollary 1.2 that there exists a unique b[F 1 q E 
-EP’[a, .F-, CL; Xj such that ii?? = S&,,,,(g). Q.E.D. 
For FE S[Q; X], we call b[F 1 g] E P[ln, 9, CL; X] satisfying (5.3) the 
(multivalued) conditional expectation of F relative to 9. It is seen from 
Corollary 1.6 that F E P’,1[s2; X] implies b[F 1 P] E Z,l[sZ, 9, TV; X]. Note that if 
9 is trivial, i.e., 9 = { @, Sz}, then B[F 1 P] is identified with ~(a)-~ cl so F dp. 
THEOREM 5.2. The conditional expectations b[F 1 p] ofF E -L4l[sZ; X] have the 
following properties: 
(1’) The mapping F H b[F 1 F] is a nonexpansive mapping from 9[.Q; X] 
to 9l[Q, 9, p; SE], i.e., 
(2”) 6[FI -!-F, I m = b[F, I 91 i b[F, I F] for FI , F, E sipl[Q; X]. 
(3”) b[fF I F] = t&[F / 9-j for F E fl[.Q; X] and 5 E Lm(Q, %‘, II). 
(4”) b[GF I g] = Co 6[F I 91 for F E p[Q; X]. 
Proof. In the following proof, let G = b[F j 47, G, = b[F, I m and 
G, = d[F, I 91 where F, FI , F2 E %[Q; X]. 
(1”) Define the set 
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Then Lemma 2.1 gives A E F. Using Theorem 2.2, we have 
= SUP inf 
u&lw) U~ES~,W) I 
II glb) - g&)ll 4 
A 
+ SUP inf I QZES~2w) ulES~Iw) O\A II g&J) - e&N 4 
= sup inf 
rp;, f& J 
A II -W, I s)(u) - Elf2 ! ~h)lldcL 
+ sup inf 
s II W, I =V(w> - Wz I fl’)b~)ll dp ‘*Es;* t&, Q\A 
+ sup inf s IlfA~) - fih~)ll dp 
f&* f&, Q\A 
(2”) By Theorem 1.4, we have 
sothatb[F,jF,/F]=G,j-G,. 
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(3”) Let 4 EL~(SZ, g, p). From S:, = &S,l, we have 
We now show the following: 
cl{&?3(fI 9):fe Sri} = E cl{E(f I9):fE S,i}. (5.4) 
It is clear that the right-hand side is included in the left. Let {fn) C Sri, 
~ELYQ; x) and II 5E(fn I %I -fill + 0. We may assume, by extracting a 
subsequence if necessary, that I/ t(w) E(f* IF)(w) -f(w)11 + 0 a.e. Let 
A = {UJ: f(w) # O> E #, and define 
&a = 1Afn + L&4fl~ n 3 1, 
g = l/d-Y+ L-&&f, 19). 
Then {g,} C S,,l and so (I E(g, I ~)(w)ll < 1 G-(w)1 a.e. Since 
II %h I ~)b> - gb)ll + 0 a.e., 
Lebesgue’s convergence theorem implies II E(g, I g) - g j(r + 0. Hence 
f = fg is in the right-hand side of (5.4). Thus (5.4) holds and so we have 
This proves b[@ I9r] = [G. 
(4”) By Theorem 1.5, we have 
s&-FI.FI(~) = wqf I .qf E = SF? 
= G{E(f ( P): f  E s:, = co s&q = S&&F), 
sothatb@F)3] =EG. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.3. (1”) I f  F l le,l[SZ, S, p; X] and 5 is a nonnegative real 
La-function, then JQF 1 Pj = E(t 1 q, inparticular B[F I 9-j = F. 
(2”) I f  Sl C 4t C d and F E 92[sZ, S, IL; X], then &‘[F I St;] taken on the 
base space (Q -c9, TV) is equal to the conditional expectation of F relative to SI taken 
on the base space (9,4t, p). 
(3”) b[d’[F I 9-j I SI] = C[F 1 gI] for FI C S C & andF E S$>[Q; X]. 
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Proof. (I “) Let F E 9C1[.Q, 9, p; X] and [ a nonnegative real L’-function. 
Since E(.$ 1 F)F E Zcl[.Q, s-, p; X], it suffices to show the following: 
shm&@-) = P(f I fl):f E Std. (5.5) 
By Lemma 1.1, there exists a sequence {fi} in S,r(F) such that F(w) = cl{ fi(w)} 
for all w E Q. Let g E S&,,s”,F(F) and define 
f(w) = &J)lE(e I W(w) if EC5 I W(w) # 0, 
= f&J> if I!?(.$ 1 F)(w) = 0. 
Then it follows thatf E SF1(F), so that tf E S:, andg = E([ ) 9)f = E(cf 1%). 
Conversely, let g be in the right-hand side of (5.5). Then g = E(ff / 9) where 
f E S,r. By Lemma 1.3, there exists, for any e > 0, a finite measurable partition 
{A r ,..., A,} of Q such that 
Therefore 
Since 
we have g = E(ff ] 9) E S&,,,,,(9). Thus (5.5) is proved. 
(2”) Let FE Y>[.R, F, p; X]. Taking f = 1 in (5.5), we have 
s&q = {E(f Is=): f E S,l>. 
Thus the desired conclusion follows from 
Sh.qF6) = cl{E(f I &):f~ S,‘> 
= cl{E(E(f I 9) 1 sI): f E S$) 
= cl{E(g I 9r): g E S,l(R)}. (5.6) 
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(3”) Let F E ,Ep,‘[s2; X] and G = b[F 1 S]. Replacing F by G in (5.6), we 
have 
so that b[G ] Sr] = &[F j .&I. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) The assumption of g being nonnegative in Theorem 5.3(1”) 
cannot be removed as the following simple example shows: Let ([0, l), A?, ,u) be 
the Lebesgue measure space on [0, 1) and g = (0, [0, 1)). Let F(w) s 
[-l,l]CRandf(w)=-l(O<w<~),=l(+<w<l).Then6[~F\S]= 
[-1, l-j, but E(5 / 9)F = (O}. 
(2) Theorem 5.3(1”) and (2”) are not true generally for F E P[s2, S’, p; 31 
as the following example shows: Let (Sz, -Pe, p) be a nonatomic probability space 
and S = { .B, Sz}. Let F(w) = (0, l} C R. Then, according to Theorem 4.2, 
d[F ] S] = [0, I] and so b[F 1 %I #F. 
The following theorem justifies our construction of multivalued conditional 
expectation. 
THEOREM 5.4. (1”) If F E LP[Q; X], then 
cl jfF)8[Fj2F]dp = dj Fdp, AES. (5.7) 
A A 
(2”) If F E Z:[Q; X], then 
cl jA 6[F I St] dp = cl jA F dp, AEF. (5.8) 
(3”) If F E L,1[G’; X], then b[F 1 S] is uniquely determined as a function in 
L,1[S, 9, p; X] satisfyin the condition (5.7) or (5.8). 
(4”) If X* is separable and F E _Ep,‘[sZ; X], then b[F I $1 is uniqueZy deter- 
mined as afunction in gC1[52, S, p; S] satisfyhg the condition (5.7) OT (5.8). 
(5”) If I is reflexwe and F E ZC1[Q; X], then 
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Proof. (1”) Let FE 6P1[Q; X] and A E .F. If g E S$I,,F,($), then there 
exists a sequence (fm} in SF1 such that 1) g - E(fn 1 %)/I1 + 0, and so we have 
Thus cl jL%) Q[F 1 S] dp C cl sA F dp. The converse is also easy. 
(2”) Let FE 9>[Q; X] and A E 9. Then, replacing F by b[F IS] and 
taking 6 = 1 in (5.5), we have 
and so 
j+=’ 4F I 91 dcL = Is, WI 9) &:fE %.a/ = f BP I Cl dcL- 
A A 
Thus, combining with (5.7), we get (5.8). 
(3”) If F is a simple function in ,.kp,[sZ; X], then d[F 1 S] E L:[s;), St, CL; X] 
by Theorem 5.2 (2”), Theorem 5.3(1”) and Theorem 3.5(1”). Thus it follows 
from Theorem 5.2(1”) that b[F / St] E L$[Q, 9t, I-L; 51 for any FE L,1[f& X]. 
To prove the uniqueness, it suffices to show that if Fl , F, E L,l[s1; X] and 
cl sAFl dp = cl JAFz dp for all A E &, then Fl = F, . If these are supposed, 
then Lemma 4.4 implies Si, = Si, and so Fl = F2 . Thus (3”) is proved, and 
(4”) is similarly proved. 
(5”) Let X be reflexive and F E ZOl[Sa; X]. By Theorem 3.7, it is seen that 
each set in (5.9) is weakly compact. Hence (5.7) and (5.8) give the desired 
conclusion. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem asserts that the multivalued conditional expectation 
can be determined by a sequence of real-valued conditional expectations. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let X* be separable and {xm*} a countable dense subset of X*. 
If F E 9>[8; X], then 
B[FIfl](w) = fi {xEX: ( x, x,*) < E(,t;y, <r, G*> I *X4> a.e- (5.10) 
78-l 
Proof. Let &Jw) = sup((y, x,*): y EF(~)}, 71 > 1. By Lemma 2.1, it is 
seen that {&} C L1. Define H: Sz -+ 2% by 
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Since the graph G(H) is F 0 @ r-measurable, Theorem 1.0 shows that H is 
measurable with respect to 9 where .@ is the completion of s. We can now take 
a GE .M[sZ; X], weakly measurable with respect to 9, satisfying G(w) = H(w) 
a.e. (see Remark (1) at the end of Section 3). To prove the theorem, it s&ices to 
show the following: 
s&q = cl(E(f j S): f E &I}. (5.11) 
IffE Srr, then we have 
@(f I -q(w), x98*> = -q(f(*), f%*> I SW 
< JW,, I F)(w) a.e., n 2 1, 
and so E(f I;“) E &l(S). C onversely, if fE S&%), then using Theorem 2.2 we 
have 
Hence, together with Theorem 5.4(1”), we have 
so that Lemma 4.4 implies f E S&,,,,(g). Thus (5.11) is proved. QED. 
Remark. When X* is not separable, we observe the following: Let 
FE L,l[ln; X]. Then there exists a sequence (x,*} C J* dependent on F such 
that the formula (5.10) holds for any sub-u-field F. 
In connection with Theorem 3.6, Theorems 4.5 and 5.4 yield the following: 
THEOREM 5.6. (1”) Let 9 b e a Banach space given in Theorem 3.6(1”). If 
FE P’t,[f2; X], then cP[F 1 Sj E S$[B, 9r, p; X] and g[F I Pj is equal to the 
conditional expectation taken as a fmctiun in Ll(Q; 9). Morewer ;f X has the RNP, 
then (5.9) holds for any F E S?Lp:,[sZ; 3E]. 
(2”) Let X be reflexive and 8 a Banach space given in Theorem 3.6(2”). If 
FE L,I[sd; J], then b[F 19-J is equal to the conditional expectation taken as a 
fz4nction in Ll(f2; 3). 
683/7/r-12 
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6. MULTIVALUED MARTINGALE CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
Let T be a directed set and {ST , r E T) a family of sub-o-fields of & such that 
F C9 if7i <rz . The system {f7 , FT , r E T} is called an X-valued martingaze 
ifT>’ EL?(Q, FT , ,u; X), 7 E T, and 7i < ~a implies fT1 = E(f72 j FT,). As a 
generalization of the Banach space-valued martingale, we define as follows: The 
system {F7 , flT , r E T) is called a multivalued martingale if F, E dpel[Q, 9: , p; X], 
r E T, and pi < ra, implies FTI = 8[F7, 1 FT1] in the sense of the preceding 
section. If FE ,E”,1[Q; X], then {&[F 1 Fr], FT, 7 E T} forms a multivalued 
martingale by Theorem 5.3(3”). If T = {n > I} with the natural order, then Fm 
denotes the a-field generated by uf, Ffl , and if T = {n < -II, then 
9~ = ncxl 9~~ . 
Combining convergence theorems for Banach space-valued martingales (cf. 
Chatterji [6]) with Theorem 5.6, we obtain immediately the following two 
theorems. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let {F, , Sm , n > I} be a multivalued martingale such that 
F, = &[F) 9$$], rz 3 1, where F E $Pi,[Q; 31 (or F E L,l[sZ; X] ;f X is reflexive). 
Then 
A(Fn , Fm) - 0 and W’,(w), F,(u)) - 0 a.e., 
where F, = &[F 1 SJ. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let {F, ,S% , n < -I> be a multivalued martingale where 
F-, E S?i,[sZ; X] (or F-, E L,1[Q; X] if X is rejlexive). Then 
A(Fn , F-m) - 0 and S(F,(w), F-,(w)) + 0 a.e., 
as n -+ -co, where F_, = b[F 1 EJ. 
A family {& , r E T} of real-valued measurable functions is called ter&naZZy 
uniformly integrable if for each z > 0 there exist a r,, E T and an 01 > 0 such that 
7 3 7. implies St INDIA I & I dp < E, which is equivalent to the following: 
(i) there exists a 71 E T such that SUPINE, so 1 & 1 dp < CO; and 
(ii) for each E > 0 there exist a r. E T and a 6 > 0 such that r > 7. and 
~(4 ( 6 imply .fi I 6 I 4 < E. 
As a multivalued version of Uhl [29, Theorem 21, we have the following: 
THEOREM 6.3. Let {Fz , fir, G- E T) be a multivalued martingale in S?&[Q; X]. 
Then A(F, , F,) + 0 fov some F, E S?a,[Q; 3E] if and only if 
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(i) { 1 F,( *)I: T E T} is terminally uniformly integrable; and 
(ii) for each E ‘> 0, a compact convex set C C 3 can be taken so that given 
,!I > 0 there exist a T,, E T and an A,, E g7, with p(Q\AJ < E satisfyin 
f F, 4 C P(W + Pu A 
for all A C A, , A E 9T with 7 > TV , where U is the unit ball of X. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.6(1”), {F7 , ST , 7 E T} can be regarded as a martingale 
inLl(S; 9) where !j) is a Banach space given in Theorem 3.6( 1”). Hence it is seen 
from Uhl [29, Theorem 21 that d(F, , F,) -+ 0 for some F, E _Ipi,[sZ; 31 if and 
only if (i) and the following (ii’) hold: 
(ii’) for each F > 0, a compact convex set %? C 9 can be taken so that given 
/? > 0 there exist a T,, E T and an A,, E FTO with ~(Q\A,,) < E satisfying 
for all .4 C A, , A E ST with 7 > 7s , where % is the unit ball of 9J. 
Note that @? in (ii’) can be taken satisfying GF? C %&(3E). We now show that (ii) 
is equivalent to (ii’) with %? C S&(X). Let C E A’&(X) and define 
GJ? = {X E $&(X): xc C}. 
Then @ is compact (cf. [13, p. 172, VI]) and convex in 9. Let 01, fi > 0, 
X E .&(3E) and X C olC + flu. Taking 
Y = {x E C: d(x, &X) < +3} 
it follows that Y E V and 8(&X, Y) < ol-l& so that X E & + /?@. Conversely, 
let %’ (C%&(X)) be nonempty, compact, and convex in ‘1). Define 
c = w (X E %9&(X): x E U}. 
Then it is easy to see that C E S&(fi), andX~&+~%!impliesXColC+/3U 
for any 01, b > 0 and X E Z,,(X). Thus we have the desired conclusion. Q.E.D. 
The following multivalued version of Uhl [29, Theorem 41 is proved by the 
same argument as in the above proof. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let (F, , 9m , n > l} be a multivalued martingale in 9~J.Q; Xl. 
Then there exists some F, E 9ic[Q; JE] such that 6(F,(w), F,(w)) -+ 0 a.e. if 
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6) supn .L2 I Fn(w)14 < a; ~2nd 
(ii) for each E > 0, a compact convex set C C 3 can be taken so that given 
j3 > 0 there exist an n, > 1 and an ,4, E 9& with p(Q\A,) < E satisfving 
For multivalued martingales in gC1[.Q; X], we now present the following: 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume that X has the RNP and that X* is separable. Let 
{F, , gfl , n 2 1 } be a multivalued martingale in gcl[sZ; X] . If{ 1 F,( .)I} is uniformly 
integrable (i.e., JIIF,+)J>~) IFAJ)I 4 + 0 as a! t 00 uniformly in n > l), then 
there exists a unipue F, E Zcl[sZ, 2%, , p; 3Z] such that F, = S[Fa ] .9J for ati n. 
PYOO~. Without loss of generality, it will be assumed that &’ = 9m . Define 
M = {fill&‘; 3): E(f I@jj) E S;JQ, n 3 1). 
We shall show that M is a closed, bounded, convex, decomposable subset of 
Ll(D; X). It is clear that M is closed and convex. Let f, g E M and A E &. Let 
f,, = ECfl%J andg, = E(g / KJ for n 3 1. By the usual martingale conver- 
gence theorem, it follows thatfJw> --f(w) and g,,(w) -g(w) a.e. Taking 
h, = WA I %)fn + E(lo\, I K&z 3 n 2 1, 
we get h, E Sin(%), n 2 1, and so {II h,(.)/I) . IS uniformly integrable. Since 
hm(w) + h(w) a.e. where h = lAf + lo,,g, it follows that 11 h, - h (I1 -+ 0. If 
m > n, then E(hm 1 SJ E Si,(9S) and 
II E(h 1%) - E(hm I ,%A G II h - hm 111. 
Letting m go to infinity, it follows that E(h 1 S,%) E SiS(&) for n 3 1, so that 
h E M. Thus M is decomposable. The boundedness of M follows from 
Ilfll, = lip II WI Fn>ll, G sup 1 IF,b)ld~, f g M. 12 R 
We shall now prove the following fact: For each n > 1, f E Sin(&) and 
E > 0, there exists a g E M such that 
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To prove this fact, we may assume tl = 1. Let f~ S#Q and E > 0 be given. 
Since Fj = &‘[F,+, 1 gl] for j >, 1, we can choose a sequence (f3} with fr = f 
such that fi E Si,(sj) and 
ilh - Wj+l I %)lh < 2-k j > 1. 
If m > j >, k, then we have 
m-1 
d c II fi - E(fi+, I a111 < 2-i+% A E 3% . (6.2) 
i-j 
Thus it follows that 
exists for any A E lJr=r Sk . Since { 11 fm( *)II} is uniformly integrable, it follows as in 
the proof of Theorem 4.5(1”) that the limit X(A) exists for all A E A! and there 
exists a function g EU(Q; 3E) such that h(A) = sA g dp for all A E &. Since 
E(f, 1 Sj) E Skj(9j) for no > j, we have 
Thus it follows from Lemma 4.4 that E(g ) sj) E Si,(sj) for j 3 1, so that g E M. 
Takingj = k = 1 and letting m go to infinity in (6.2), we obtain (6.1) with 7a = 1. 
In particular, the above fact shows that M is nonempty. Hence, by Theorems 
3.1, 3.2 and Corollary 1.6, there exists an F, E Pcl[sZ; JE] such that M = Sim . 




(gFn’ F,, dp = cl 5, F, dp, AEFw, n>l. 
A 
Therefore Theorem 5.4(4”) implies F, = b[F, 1 sn] for n > 1. 
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Finally we prove the uniqueness. Let G E Yc’[fi; X] and I;;, =- 6 [G i %J for 
n 2 1. Then we have 
cl 
s 
G dp = cl 
A s 
F, dp, A E 6 Srz . 
A n==1 
For any ,4 E -02, taking a sequence {Ak} in (Jr=r .Fa such that p(AAA,) + 0, it 
is easily verified that 
6 (cl jA, G 4, cl jA G dp) - 0 and 6 (cl 1 F, dp, cl {A F, dpi + 0. 
4 
Thus it follows that 
cl s G dp = cl F, dp, s 
A E&Y. 
A A 
Therefore Lemma 4.4 implies S,r = SkW and so G = F, . Q.E.D. 
The following example shows that even if X is reflexive and {F,} C L,1[!2; X], 
F, taken in the above theorem is not necessarily in L,l[sZ; X]. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Let F E Zcl[[O, 1); &] be a function given in Example 3.4. Let 
Fm be a u-field generated by ([(K - 1)2-“, K2+): k = I,..., 2”). Then 9n C sn+r 
for n > 1 and gm generated by uf, 9a is the Bore1 field of [0, 1). Since 
F E Pcl[[O, I), 9= , p; /a], F is equal toF* taken by Theorem 6.5 for a multivalued 
martingale (QF j9,], Pn , n 3 I}. Clearly b[F 1 FL] is simple for all n, but 
F $ L,l[[O, 1); la]. Thus it is seen that d(b[F / 9J, F) + 0. 
Since d;p,l[@ 31 = 9i,[sZ; X] for a finite dimensional X, Theorems 6.1 and 
6.5 yield the following: 
COROLLARY 6.7. Assume that X is$nite dimensional. Let {F% ,9$ , n 3 I} be a 
multivalued martingale in Zcl[&?; J]. I f  (1 F,(-)I) is uniformly integrable, then there 
exists some F, E Pcl[Q; 3E] such that 
W’n , Fm) - 0 and S@‘,(w), F,(w)) --, 0 a.e. 
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